Alliance Organizations

China Cloud Computing Promotion and Policy Forum (3CPP) and the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF)

Background

3CPP is a non-profit organization established by enterprises and institutes in China. The goal of 3CPP is to promote the development, standardization, and policy making of cloud computing and datacenter industry in China. And many of member companies of 3CPP are also DMTF members.

Alliance Partner Mission

The goal of 3CPP is to promote the development, standardization, and policy making of cloud computing and datacenter industry in China. 3CPP is contributing to the development of cloud and datacenter industry in China. It establishes an enterprise-based and market-oriented working system that incorporates the industry.

Alliance Benefits

3CPP is one of the most influential cloud industry organizations in China. Most of the important players of cloud industry in China are members of 3CPP. DMTF is accepted as a key body that develops technology specifications for enterprise and cloud management. CCSA and DMTF can work together in some relevant industry standards to ensure the standards can do their best job in the Cloud Computing in China and also in the Asia Pacific Region.

Standards Development

Both organizations currently plan to adopt appropriate existing standards and assist and support recognized bodies developing new standards relevant to cloud computing. Therefore an alliance between our organizations would help ensure alignment in the industry.

Milestones / Dates

- Cloud service evaluation requirements from 3CPP by third quarter 2014.
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- Cloud audit use cases and technical requirements from DMTF CADF WG by second quarter 2014

**Work Register Review Date**

The work register should be formally reviewed and updated approximately once per year.

**Resources Identified / Points of Contact:**

3CPP:

- Gao Wei, gaowei@ritt.cn
- Li Jie, lijie@ritt.cn

Within the DMTF:

DMTF / 3CPP Alliance Contacts (3cpp-alliance@dmtf.org)

**Corresponding 3CPP Work Register Document**

The 3CPP does not have a corresponding relationship document.
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